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Europe's excellent policies are finally paying off.

Cuckoldry, electing people who want to deforest places to put fake "Green energy" which leaves us without energy and vacates the animals - very green, then makes shortages [so we can borrow from Putin, lol], electing old senile ladies and gentlemen as presidents like 90 year olds that get lost in rooms, our greatest problem being imaginary Nazism that doesn't exist for 100 years almost, spending all your National psychic and financial energy into bullshit problems such as "Muh oppressed minorities" and other nonsense, all while importing more and more people that don't give jack shit about the continent they live in, all while jews are in every controlling post of society promoting nonsense, will this spell disaster for the US and the EU? Hell no, we aren't NAZIS so this means the more we believe in the Holocaust, the better our living situation will be. Then after you do all this, start promoting Islam relentlessly and make sure that no female ever has kids, and that the primary issues of your agenda is to care about those who never even plan to give any life back so that the continent will continue. Our most "feared" issue was Co-Vid, some shit flu with less than 0.01% death rate. We are terribly afraid of literally a 0.005% death rate flu, please give us 65 vaccines so we can be saved, this torment cannot continue.

Wooooooohhhhhhh Great Britain had to choose between a Hindi guy and a White semi-dead woman again for presidency...Such a great choice we had indeed yet again... We went from clown to old lady now, then we might literally hire people from the circus. Wooooow this lady so angry she even told a jew off the table once! So anti-semitic of her! She didn't even know it was a jew but she did, oy vey! The resurgence of Nazi is real! Anyway I ponder to myself what better choices we could have in Great Britain than a literal Hindu dude and a lady that can hardly walk herself to the office, but given we also have seen Senile Biden can really run a country, then maybe anyone can. At the cusp of global geopolitical change or a potential war with Russia, these two were really our best choices.

We are to where we will have issues with gas, transport, literally our heat and so on in both continents. Senile retards that only have time to spend being racist, acting more racist than "Nazis" and promoting all nonsensical problems such as civil warfare issues, are in power now. Do you have more than 1 kid? That will
put a lot of strain on the environment, please deal with it if you can [drown it or something, unless it's of the Muh Oppressed, then have another 10, it's on the house, these ones do not strain the environment, white skin produces a lot of carbon we have found]. Goy, remember to pay 70% of your net income for taxes now, ok? We got mouths to feed and green energy modules to install that won't even keep you afloat with your electricity needs. Shieeeeeeeet we wuz smart cause we have people with a vagina leading us, very progressive. Doesn't matter if Europe never looked worse, we have beautiful ladies with nice dresses ruling it now. And we aren't even Nazis at all!

People are also happy in this continent to give it all away and die on a depreciating currency, just don't call them Nazis or something because this would hurt them a lot emotionally. Everyone is too emotional. Too emotional to survive and think that maybe anyone needs to survive rather than literally allow the continent to go down.

Welcome to Clown Europe.

Then, you go over to Clown United States.

Senile president whose son has pictures with a crack pipe, presidents getting SWAT'ed over nothing, great problems over skin color all day long, movies and all this garbage airing warfare everyday, the "imminent death of the Middle Class" arriving any year now, yet everyone cares more about the GBLT flag than the National Flag, Free speech and all rights under siege - but at least we are having a great [albeit dying, but who cares] Civilization. Did you forget to import 20 million people with contrary values and no interest this year? Tsk tsk. Fuck, we also have 25 Nazis across the country and they are about 80 years old now, they are very dangerous. More dangerous than literally destroying your own United States Middle class. Well gas and so on might reach 20 USD per gallon if this continues with Russia, but at least, Biden blames Trump all day. Did you also know all problems in this world are from Russian spies? Print 80 billion for Ukraine please because NATO is not even present, we can't afford to have another war, so just allow invasion to take place in Europe, lol. Damn, Pelosi is looking very fresh at 90 something years old doing crack. The average IQ dropping like a cataclysm per year. Did you do your fentanyl? Shieeet. But at least Trump isn't in power, when the jews literally did the greatest theft of 3 trillion over a virus that has the lowest death rate like in history or something and less than the flu, lol jokes on you goy. We printed more money in a few years than the last 40 years, ruining the backbones of the economy, oopsie, this might ruin everyone, but thats ok, pump up the dolla price. It's ok if Sri Lanka or whomever else will die due to being unable to pay in petrodollaz. We save ourselves from big big flu at least.
Ah, 😏 Clownworld 😏 everywhere: the freshest breeze - it smells like jewish shit...But at least, with all of this happening and as the world can possibly burn up, I just think to myself that at least I am not a Nazi... because im too afraid to live :( and it hurts the feelings of everyone :( and their feelings is definitely how we survive...the more we dick suck on everyone who wants to kill us, the better :) it's so blissful to be certainly disinterested in the survival of our continents...now let me smoke some crack and complain why my society ain't better because we have too much nazi everywhere...Shieeeeeeeeeeet...

Please do not ask me in particular why we do not comment all that much on Politics anymore. There aren't any for a few years. It's all just clownworld politically with no beginning or end to it. If there ever are again politics in these two continents, we might make a few posts. Until then the subject is off the table. Thanks everyone.
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